
Access to structured and physician notes for clinical research functions                         

NLP Mapping of 400+ combined libraries

Limited IT requirements (less than 4 hours)

Daily data refreshes

The most advanced feasibility product available capturing 300% more trial criteria 

Evaluate your entire research network all at once

Detailed reporting on protocol demographics, trial attrition to help improve your busi-
ness development

Proactively market your patient population to sponsors

Automated patient chart review for clinical trials          

Increase enrollment rates by 2.5X and expand trial portfolio

Decreases the burden of manual tasks on research teams

Every patient who is eligible for a trial is rapidly identified

Communicate with staff and patients about research opportunities    

Track and monitor patients through the enrollment journey

Alert providers proactively of eligible patients

Automated performance reporting 

BEK TRANSLATE - Standardizes entire EMR data, both structured and unstructured

BEK GALILEO - Conduct one feasibility across entire research network in less than 
two hours

BEK AUTORECRUITER - Automated chart reviews that screen 100% of patients with 
over 90% accuracy

BEK SITEWORKS - A CRM designed for research teams to facilitate provider and 
patient engagement while reporting performance

INCREASED RESEARCH REVENUE - BEKHealth optimizes resources so researchers can 

allocate more time  to enrolling and seeing patients. Customers utilizing BEKHealth see an 

average of 2.5 times the enrollment rates

EXPAND TRIAL PORTFOLIO -  Identify qualified patients with granularity across your entire 

network.  Customers utilizing  BEKHealth have increased the number of trials per research 

coordinator by 3x 

INCREASE DIVERSITY OF TRIALS - Our solution extracts over 90% of eligibility criteria, 

allowing you to curate your ideal patient selection

CORE VALUE TO HEALTH SYSTEMS

The BEKHealth solution is the most 
advanced system for ingesting EMR data, 
conducting trial feasibility and identifying 
protocol eligible patients for clinical trials.

Our solution covers more than 95% of 
the trial protocol which leads to un-
precedented accuracy and operational 
improvement.  By taking out manual 
tasks, researchers can allocate more time 
to enrolling and seeing patients.

Designed by Researchers                       
For Researchers

Con ta ct  Us:               Chace Herndon                1  (901)  6 74 1512                cher ndo n@bekhea lth.co m                www. bekh ealth .com

Empowering Healthcare Organizations of all Sizes to Quickly 
Enter or Expand Clinical Research


